Niagara. Peninsula Hawkwatch

Newsletter No.8, February 1994

. MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
NIAGARA PENINSULA HAWKWATCH
ANNUAL BANQUET

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN - PLEASE HELP

Hawk counters ape asked tocall Mary Ellen Hebb
at (905) 937-7671, evenings from 7PM-10PM, to schedule
hawkwatching day(s) for 1994.
Your help is needed, especially in the first half of
The banquet and slide. show last April were most
enjoyable. This year's will be just as good or better. The May. While the natural inclination is to head for the woods
location is once again Stoney Ridge Winery's Puddicombe" and look for warblers, our work needs attention too; If
Farm. The highlight of the evening will be an talk by Dick enough people offer to help, it should be easy to fill in all
Benoit of Detroit. Dick is Hawk Migration Chairman. of the the' dates.
Holiday Beach Migration Observatory
If you are interested in learning to become a
.
Socializing and the bucket raffle begin at 3PM. counter, be sure to let Mary Ellen know. Many of our .
(PLEASE NOTE the earlier time.) The before supper wine observers are glad to share the work and help newcomers.
In addition to the normal count at the Beamer CA
tasting starts ~t 3:15, and dinner is at 5:00. There will be a
an opportunity to buy some of the wine if you wish, and we parking lot, this year the NPH is trying to do some research
on the flight patterns of raptors in the wider Grimsby area,
will also have. our traditional slide quiz.:
This will be an enjoyable evening so get your from the shore of Lake Ontario to about lOkm inland (see
tickets now. The room can accomodate 42 people, and 26' 'Special Count', P. 2) so more observers are needed. We
tickets are still available, priced at $15 for members
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
and know that people "Don't want to miss the main action at
$20 for non-members .. Call Mike Street at (416) 648-3737 Beamer", but the information produced by the special count
.
to make arrangements.
could lead to better sighting days in the future.
SATURDAY, APRIL 23,1994

FOURTH ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE FRIDAY, APRIL 1, 1994
The hawks will again be on public view on April 1
when NPH holds its fourth Open House. Last year's raptor
activity was fair, and we are about. due fora warm day; so
let's hope for the right weather and a good flight. In case
of bad weather, however, events will be postponed a day to
Saturday, April 2.
.
Members of the Hawkwatch stationed in the center
of' the circle and at the tip will help beginners to see and .
identify raptors passing over Beamer. (Volunteers needed.)
If all goes well, 'another rehabilitated Peregrine Falcon will
be released around IPM.
The very welcome coffee truck will once again be
. parked in the .circle. A special program for kids, developed
by Carla Carlson, will be given at 11AM and again at noon.
Short 'Hawk Talks' will be held. on the hour from HAM-

2PM, and the raffle draw will take place at 3PM. There will
also be displays from conservation areas and groups, as well .
as the Ministry of Natural Resources.
.
. Be sure to invite your family and friends; it will be
a good day for them and for the birds too - we hope.
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ANYONE FQRCAPE MAY?
Looking for hawkwatchers to shareaccommodation
(allor part of the time) at Cape May, NJ for this .
fall's raptor migration. A large house which sleeps
14 (and a crib) is available between Sept. 28 and
Oct. 5. If you are interested please contact Gordon
Bellerbyat (905) 468-3961.

. ,. zyxwvut
,

SPECIAL COUNT IN 1994
a fmal tally drawn up.
The intent is to assess the extent of the flight which
we sample at Beamer; We know that manybirds migrate
overhead and that others fly by to the north and south. We
may get an inkling of how many pass by on April 23.
,If we continue with such counts annually or even,
more frequently, we, may even establish a, picture' of, the
flight at Beamer during certain weather conditions.
Please contact Bruce Duncan at Beamer or
anytime at 519-622~4709 this ,spring if. you want to
participate. If enough interest is expressed, we may extend
this survey to' the following day to gather additional data.

On Saturday,' April 23, the Niagara Peninsula
Hawkwatch will be holding its fourth annual banquet
beginning at 3:00 pm. There will be another eventearlier in
'
the day, however, one for which we need volunteers.
From 10:00 am to 1:00 pm, NPH will set up an
"interceptor line" of hawk counters stretching from the
lakeshore, to about 10 km inland. Groups of counters will
.be stationed about 1 - 2 km apart from the lake south to
Beamer and south again to Highway 20.
Each group will count hawks in its part of the sky
(and wehope there will be many Broad-wings) for the
three hours. All counts will be collected, overlaps noted and

GOLDEN EAGLES
by Bruce Duncan

Palmer (1988) described them as "bog birds" to indicate
Over the years, 104 Golden Eagles have been their preference in hunting habitat. Species like these in the
counted at Beamer Memorial Conservation Area during the, diet indicate that what we think of as more traditional prey'
spring migration, an average of5.5 annually. Numbers seem (mammals such as hares, rabbits,' muskrats, foxes and
,to have increased since the beginning of the count in 1975, groundhogs) occur in insufficient numbers to' meet the
, but there are usually fewer than '10 per spring. There have needs of the eagles. In addition, the chances of high levels
been 10 or more only in 1985 (12), 1990 (10) and 1992 (12). of chemical contaminants increase as the number of fish'Most of these birds are likely eagles hatched in the eating birds in the diet increases.
Most of Beamer's Golden Eagles likely breed in
east, by which I mean Ontario, Quebec and the Maritimes. '
The northeastern United States has seen only a: single nest the most northerly parts of their eastern range, especially
site in the past decade (in Maine). Before that, there was theUngava Peninsula of Quebec. The area has tundra and
a second nest in 1983 in northwestern Maine and in 1974 in boreal forest habitats with prey species such, as hares, foxes,
the Adirondacks of New York (Todd; 1988). Even if they waterbirds and othersimilarly-sized birds. These eagles are'
were at one time more plentiful, it is unlikely that birds migrants through our' area and further east and west.
from this area would migrate past Beamer in spring.
Millsap and Vana (1984) examined and mapped
, "Unlikely'"
is the appropriate
word, not over 600 records of Golden Eagles in eastern North
"impossible". I say that because the single recovery of a America and found a scattered pattern, except near
Golden Eagle banded during the fall migration at Hawk Chesapeake Bay. Wintering eagles, however,
cue, Ontario was along the Maine - New Brunswick were almost always near wetlands. Non-adults in most eases
border 9 years later (Fowler and Fowler, 1990). This was were along the coast - a familiar theme of young raptors.
not a breeding season recovery, however. I think that some
There are some individual banding recoveries and
of the eagles, seen at Hawk Cliff during the fall migration satellite-tracked birds that show where Quebec birds travel.
pass by Beamer during the spring.
One nestling banded, near Wakeham Bay in Hudson Strait,
The eyries reported from the northeastern states was retrapped at Hawk Mountain, Pennsylvania in October .
and southeastern Canada are in what Todd zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
(op. cit.) of the same year.
'
.
, regarded as marginal habitat. The large, openings in remote
In 1992, as part of the environinental assessment of
forested areas that serve as good hunting habitat for Hydro Quebec's megaproject, scientists from MacDonald
, Golden Eagles' are scarce in these breeding , areas. College of McGill University' fitted transmitters to six
Improvedforest fire protection and reversion of marginal nestlings in the Great Whale region just east of Hudson
agricultural land to woodland are factors that have reduced Bay. Here's how Scott Weidensaul (1993) described it:
suitable. hunting areas in the past century.
"Two of thetransmitter signals failed to move from
The Maine eagles caught a large number of the breeding grounds (either because the eagles died or the
waterbirds, particularly herons 'and bitterns, as well as some transmitters fell off), but the remaining four provided some' '
cormorants and mergansers (Spofford; 1971). In' fact, surprises. One cut around Lake Huron and spent the winter
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,

.

zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
-

in central Michigan, while the other three crossed Quebec
and New York, then passed through Pennsylvania. One
stayed in the mid-Atlantic region, and one wintered in West
Virginia, where again, the eagle died or the transmitter fell
off. The last wandered well into Dixie, moving between
. ' Alabama and Tennessee. By this April, the remaining three
had returned to Quebec."
.
When I looked at the accompanying map, I'noticed
that. the "Alabama bird" may have. passed along the south
shores of Lakes Ontario and Erie when it returned to
Quebec in the spring. Did we see it at Beamer? .

Manicouagan, PQ., about 450km NNE of Quebec City and
1000km south of Ungava.
REFERENCES:'
- Fowler, D. and S. Fowler. 1990. Newsletter
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUT
of the Hawk
Cliff RaptorBanding Station. Unpublished .
- Palmer, R. S. 1988. Handbook of North American Birds.
Volume 5. Yale University Press. New Haven.
~ Spofford, W. R. 1971. The Golden Eagle - rediscovered.
. Conservationist, 26: 6 - 8..
- Todd, C. S.1988. GoldenEagle. pp. 65 - 70in'Pendleton,
B.G. Proceedings of the Northeast Raptor Management
SYmposium and Workshop. National Wildlife Federation
Addendum: Hawk Cliff has just received word of another Scientific and Technical Series Number 13.
of its Golden Eagles. The remains ofthe bird, at least six . - Weidensaul,S. 1993. Go/den Eagles:
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTS
Enigmas of the east.
years old, were found in June 1992 (breeding season) at
Hawk Mountain News. 79: 7 - 9.

A RELAXING AUTUMN TOUR
by John Stevens
terrain. The north lookout is a pile oflarge rocks onthe
north side of a slight rise atop the Kittaniny Ridge. The
view along the ridge to the northeast is unimpeded.
. Forty to fifty people', were sitting, leaning or
standing on various parts ofthe rock pile. The day's counter
was stationed near the top center of the pile, in a slight
depression which provides some wind protection. The young
woman counting this day was very' good in. announcing the
identity and location of birds as they were spotted. She was
assisted by others on the pile, particularly a middle aged
fellow with exceptionally good eyes and skills who sat
beside her. Every hour the counter used a walkie-talkie to
report all the data to Laurie Goodrich, the official counter
for the watch, who was working in the sanctuary building.
With a light to moderate wind blowing from the
north, a fair flight was taking place. Sharpies, Cooper's,
Kestrels and Red-tails, plus 'two Peregrines and three Black
Vultures went by. Turkey Vultures were in the 'air
continuously, but none were migrating.
'From the north lookout I got, a better perspective
of.the visibility index on the AMANA data forms. Looking
to the west· from Hawk Mountain. one can see ridge after
ridge out to the horizon; if the distance to each ridge were
known it would be fairly easy to estimate the visibilty.
Saturday was spent looking at dickey birds (Orioles
and Blue Jays) in-Baltimore, on a day when a tee shirt was
alsmost too warm. On Sunday I visited friends near
Washington and got in a round of golf during which only'
one bird was tallied - it wasn't an eagle.
.

In anticipation of a climactic final showdown
between the Baltimore Orioles and the Toronto BlueJays
for. the American League Divisional Championship, I
arranged for a holiday starting last September 29. The plan
was to visit the' Orioles'. new stadium for a couple of
weekend games, then go on to Cape May for the raptor
migration. Unfortunately the Jays clinched the title a week
before' I left, making the rest of the games exhibitions, but
the weather was beautiful and I left at noon Thursday.
HAWK MOUNTAIN
After an overnight stay in Pottsville, PA, Friday
began in a fog - literally - but I still managed to find the
turnoff to the Hawk Mountain Sanctuary. The route up the
ridge, about two kilometres through a hardwood forest,
became . dangerously beautiful as the early morning sun
broke through the ground fog' and one's eyes wandered
from the winding road.
'
Atop the ridge there is ample camouflaged parking
throughout the forest, and the rustic sanctuary building
itself nestles inconspicuously into the landscape. As a
hawkwatcher I declined to explore the exhibits and other
features and headed instead for the lookouts;
The south lookout is about as far from the
sanctuary building as the point is from the entrance to
Beamer. It is situated near the south end of au-shaped
valley aligned southwest/ northeast. The drop in front of
the lookout is not as steep as the escarpment at Beamer"
although the valley floor is much lower than the lake plain.
After admiring the view for several minutes but not
seeing any hawks, I left for the north lookout. This required
a considerable hike, most of it uphill, through some rugged

SNICKER'S GAP
In geographical terms, a gap' is a notch m a
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mountain ridge. Snicker's, Gap is' located on western
Virginia's Blue Ridge, on the eastern side of the
Shenandoah River. During fall migration the hawkwatch is
conducted from a commuter parking lot near the base of
the southern ridge in the saddle of the gap. The wooded
northern ridge starts about .Skm from the viewing site and
angles 3-4kin to the' northeast until it becomes obscured.
There is a strong similarity to the watch atBeamer
in the way one waits for birds to appear over the trees.
Good' binoculars are very necessary as the birds can be
quite distant and tend to pass over very high as well. Some
birds heading along the western sideof the ridge could be
seen through the gap, often passing below the lookout.
On the Monday I visited this site the weather was,
sunny and warm, with very clear air and a light breeze from'
the northwest. Viewing conditions were difficult because of
the totally blue sky: I had arrived before anyone else and
the only raptor I saw by 10 AM was sharpie which the
official counter, who, had arrived at 9:30,' never did see.
Things picked up around 10:30 with a fairly steady flow
mostly of accipiters, including one Northern Goshawk,' and
other species such as Broadwings and Osprey. '
CAPE MAY
Being anxious to get to Cape May, I left Snicker's
Gap before 3PM. The folks there had warned me to avoid
Washington traffic, so I drove around Chesapeake Bay
rather than taking the ferry across; The weather forecast
for Tuesday suggested that there could be a good flight,
,and many experienced hawkwatchers had arrived in Cape,
May from places like New York" Washington and
Philadelphia in anticipation. A strong, steady breeze from
the northwest concentrated thebirds near the coast and
provided a good flight.
The Cape May peninsula is very flat. Theprincpal
viewing point is a low platform about 2kin west of the town
near the lighthouse at the extreme southwest of the
, peninsula. The counter here is an employee' of the Cape
May Bird Observatory, which owns and manages a
significant tract of land. The counter, on this day had
acquired his skills at Minnesota's Hawk Mountain.
At first I was baffled by the conditions. The sky
was full of raptors, apparently moving in all directions.
There' were Sharpies and Cooper's, Bald Eagles, Turkey
and Black Vultures, Kestrels and Merlins. Binoculars were
pointing everywhere. Gradually I realized that the birds
were as confused as I was. The wind was pushing them off
the end of the cape; upon coming back they were faced
with the dilemna of having to 'go before the wind up the
eastern coast, or heading straight into the wind and, up the
western side;
,
" ':
,'
The migrants were generally coming along the
, shore from the east; the trick for the counter was to
determine if the birds he was seeing were coming or going.

There was no doubt, however, as to which direction the
four Peregrines that cruised through in the afternoon were
heading. The day's count included 240 Cooper's Hawks,
making it one of the top five days for the species at the site.
The viewing platform at Cape May is' about 15m
high, 50m long, and perhaps zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUT
3-4m wide. This provides
enough elevation to permit everyone to overlook the lush,
growth of a wetland which extends outward 300-500m to the
.east. Much like Cranberry Marsh, there are. almost no
reference points to provide verbal desriptions of birds'
positions on the distant horizon.
During the two full days (spent at the cape there
was a continuous flow of of people to the platform. On ,
occasion there may have been close to 100 viewers, with as
many as 75 people on the platform at one time. It provided
an equal opportunity for all to view the birds.
'
It was' interesting to see how many people were
making notes of the species and numbers of birds they were
seeing. For nearly an hour one gentleman from Florida with
rather too loud a voice had been routinely misidentifying
the hawks for his three less experienced, friends, Then he
turned his attention to a Great Egret, which had been
feeding in a nearby pond on' and off all day. After
consultation with his bird guide and perhaps five minutes
perusal through his telescope, he announced to' the
assembled crowd that the bird was an immature white
phase Reddish Egret, and duly made a notation. Apart
from his group, no one else turned to look, which must
have been somewhat deflating as they left shortly thereafter.
'
There are a numer of banding stations on the Cape
May Observatory property, all in communication With each'
other, the platform and their headquarters. On my second
'day a biologist brought a young Goshawk to the platform. '
He gave an excellent extemporaneous talk which generated
a good discussion and only ended when the screams of the
bird began to irritate peopleand it was released.
Leaving Cape May on Thursday I headed up the
New Jersey turnpike and got off. to visit the Montclair
Hawkwatch. It is situated on a ridge, with a height similar
to that of the escarpment at Grimsby, which parallels the
Hudson River about 30kin west of NewY ork. I managed to
investigate the top of the ridge and found lookouts from
which the Statue of Liberty and the Manhattan skyline were,
visible, but I never did find the hawkwatch.
Once again it was a cloudless day with difficult
raptor viewing conditions, so I opted to take a liesurely
drive throught the Catskills to Cooperstown, New York.
With the maples at their fall best, this was a winning move.
A three hour visit to the Baseball Hall of Fame was more
than sufficient. I found it very nationalistic, with almost no
references to the Expos or Blue Jays. I then rushed back to
Toronto to catch events later that month which were thus ,
made even more satisfying.
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NIAGARA PENINSULA HAWKWATCH MIGRATION CALENDAR
.
FOR BEAMER CONSERVATION AREA
NOTES:
1) Species initials and Right ( -> ) or Left ( <zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
) arrow:
This combination indicates the start or end of the normal (at Beamer) migration period for that species. The same in
bold type indicates the start or end of a noticeable peak period for that species. The box in which this combination is
·locatea indicates the day and month on which the period is likely to start.
.
.
2) A number, followed by species initials, followed by a slash ( / ) and a two-digit number:
.

.

In this combination the Iargest nun;tber of that species eyer st?en in. one dar is given first; the. tw.o digit number following
the / indicates the year m which this occurred. The box .m which this combination is located indicates the day and month
on which the event occurred. Example: 449 RS. /93 m the April 5 box indicates that the highest number of Redshouldered Hawks recorded in one day was 449, seen on April 5, 1993;
.
.

•

TV - Turkey Vulture
BV - Black Vulture
OS - Osprey
BE - Bald Eagle
GE - Golden Eagle
NH - Northern Harrier

SS - Sharp-shinned Hawk
CH - Cooper's Hawk
.
NG - Northern Goshawk
RS - Red-shouldered Hawk
BW - Broad-winged Hawk
RT - Red-tailed Hawk
SW - Swainson's Hawk

RL - Rough-legged Hawk
FH· - Ferruginous Hawk
. AK - American Kestrel.
ME - Merlin
PF - Peregrine Falcon
GF - Gyrfalcon

. The following information, based on 19 years of data from the Beamer Hawkwatch, has been updated to show significant
1993 .events: .
Largest number of raptors in one season: 19,724 in 1985
. MARCH
1
RT-> RL->
CH-> NG->
BE-> GE->

2
NH-::> RS->
AK-> TV->

3

8
RL->

9
RT·>

10
AK->

4

5

6

7

13

14
RS·> NG·>

:

11

12

44AK /90

15

CH-> SS->

16

17

18
BE·>

19

20
TV·>

21

..

7 GB
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
/86
22

23

rn NG
29

30

25

24

26
2 PF /91
7 GE~88
748 T /88

/84

27
NH-> OS~>

28

2 PF /90

31

.

.

.

Largest # of raptors in month: 5670 i~ March 1988; Largest # of raptors in one day in month: 2080 on March 26, 1988
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APRIL
4
1 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
3
Z
<-RS

.. 9

8

2 PF/91

1 BV/92

10
<-RT SSw>
BW->

11

706 RT /87
15

16
<-BE

«-rv

17

2 PF /90
22

23

18

5
ME->
. 449RS
50 CH
28 NH

6.
7
PF-> .
h_93
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHG
93
/93

12
OS->

13

14

22 RL /91
16 OS /92

4 ME /92
1 FH/92

28NH /91

19
BW->

20·

21

1 GJJ77 -.
28
t92
1 SW / 3*

1 SWJ,85 .
6007 W /85

27

28
<-AK

1556 SS /76

.

24
<-NG

25

26

1SW /93*

1 SW /88
· 30

29

*

<-CH <-RL
4 GEj83

Subject to acceptance by Ontario Bird Records Comittee

..
.

.

Largest # of raptors in month: 15,012 in April 1984; Largest # of raptors in one day in month: 7007 on April 21, 1985
MAY
1

2

3

5·

4

6
<-NH <-BW
<-BE <-PF

7

13

14

1 SW /89
9

8
..

10
<-OS

11
<-SS

12

..

15
<-RL <-ME

16

17

18
<-NG

19

20

22

23

24
<-OS <-GE

25
<-RS

26

27

29

30

31

..

21

28

. Largest # of raptors in month: 2695 in May 1980; Largest # of raptors in one day in month: 1492 onMay 4, 1989
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